I C2B

Next generation charging technology for smartphones is now available — enabling you to charge without cords and cables. If your smartphone is Qi enabled, simply place your phone on the Energizer Inductive Charger. If your smartphone is not Qi enabled, attach a Qi sleeve or adapter, then charge. This dual zone charging pad allows for inductive charging of two devices simultaneously, and it has an additional USB charging port for charging of a third device. And our technology allows for easy placement of devices. There are no magnets or need for precise alignment. Watch for Qi technology to be included in your next smart phone.

Simple and Convenient

- The Standard for Inductive Charging
- Coming to Other Devices
- Supported by a Consortium of >70 Companies

Works With...

- iPhone 3G/3Gs and 4G Inductive Charging Sleeves
- Blackberry Curve 8900 Inductive Charging Door
- More Qi Adapters and Devices Coming Soon

Product Detail:

Designation: 2 Position Qi Inductive Charging Pad with one additional USB charging port

Model: IC2B

Color: Black

Inductive Technology: Certified Qi low power standard by the Wireless Power Consortium

www.wirelesspowerconsortium.com

Inductive Compatibility: Works with all other Qi low power inductive receivers (see the list on the WPC's website coming soon)

USB Output: 5.0 V ± 5%, 500mA (D+/D- Shorted)

Charging Pad Input: DC 9V, 2.3A

AC Adapter Input: 100-240VAC 50/60Hz

AC Adapter Output: 9VDC, 2.3A

Typical Weight: Charging Pad: 345 grams

Dimensions (mm): 24(H) x 185(L) x 202(W)

Operating Temperature: 0-35°C

Before Using Your Charger:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and charger
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